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1. Introduction 

The earliest investigations of atomic scattering processes proposed two commonly used 

expansions for the wave function. The first was the closed coupling method based on an 

atomic states and using Jacobian coordinates (see Fig.1) for the description of two frag

ments movement 1. The advantage of this method is the correct behaviour of the wave func

tion of a truncated system in the asymptotic region. However, it leads to the Schrodinger 

equation with potential containing the integral term which significantly complicates the 

numerical integration of this problem2. The alternative approach was connected with the 

use of adiabatic molecular states for the expansion and an internuclear separation vector 

for the relative motion (so-called PSS method)3 . This approach allows one to get rid of 

the integral term in the reduced equation but meets with other serious difficulties con

cerning with improper behaviour of the wave function in the asymptotic region due to 

the non-physical strong coupling of the channels at the infinity. That partialy explains 

that the major part of works using this approach treats only two level approximations 

taking into account only the ground states of atoms. The compromise was found in the 

so-called hyperspherical approach415 where the hyperradius is used as a parameter for the 

radial equation. This parametrization continuously transforms the coordinate system of 

reactants into the coordinate system of products of the reaction. But this progress was 

achieved by the loss of some physical clarity - the asymptotic states are defined on the 

curved manifold of a fifth-dimensional sphere. The aim of this paper is to investigate the 

properties of a finite.component Schrodii1ger equation "".ith velocity-dependent potential in 

asymptotic region with special emphasis on the self-consistent formulation of asymptotic 

boundary conditions for the truncated scattering problem. We hope that this work will 

stimulate the use of PSS or related methods in application to the slow atomic collisions. 

The matrix Schrodinger equation under investigation in this paper is determined by 

the Hamiltonian (1i = 1) 

where Q (R) = { Q,,, Qy, Qz} and 1i (R) are real n x n matrices of effective potentials 

and M is the reduced mass of the system. The effectiv~ potentials are subject to the 

conditions providing self-adjointness of the differential operator. It means that Q (R) is 



antisymmetric and 1-lT (R) = 1-l (R) - 2v'aQ (R), where 1-lT means transposed matrix. 

When R -+ oo, Q (R) tecomes constant and 1-l is symmetric. The asymptotic matrix 1-l 

can be diagonalized by some orthogonal transformation and we assume hereafter that it 

was already done. We assume also that nondiagonal part of potential Q does not vanish at 

the infinity. Thus for the· scattering processes with a fixed energy e: the asymptotic solution 

is not concentrated in certain component of the wave function as it normally takes place 

in standard potential scattering but distributes between different components. More over, 

as it will be shown later we cannot even ·hope to achieve the separation of the channels in 

the asymptotic region by any similarity transformation of the wave function components. 

We meet this situation in the standard multichannel generalization of the PSS method 

(also called multichannel adiabatic approach)6- 8 and in its modification named improved 

adiabatic approach9. 

We need to make some remarks on the notation. We distinguish here the meenings 

of the i-th component of the wave function and the i-th incoming or outgoing channel 

understanding under the channel of the reaction the subspace of asymptotic wave functions 

which are simple monochromatic waves ce±ikR corresponding to a solution with a fixed 

energy of the interaction. 

It will be useful to illustrate all the problems encountered in this paper by a simple 

example. To do that we introduce the three-body closed coupling expansion using an inter

nuclear position vector R (Fig.l) for the description of the external motion of fragments: 

'¥ (R, r) = L 'Pia (ra) 'fPa (R) + L 'Pib (rb) 'fPb (R), (2) 

here r is a position vector of a light particle with respect to the center of mass of the 

nuclei and ra, rb are position vectors of the light particle with respect to the nuclei a and 

b. Functions 'Pia and 'Pib are atomic functions. Inserting the finite sum of this expansion 

into the three-body Schrodinger equation we come to a system of differential equations of 

variable R without the integral interaction term but having additional velocity-dependent 

potential Q that doesn't vanish at the infinity due to the correlation term v' R v' ra ( or 

v'a v'rb) in the kinetic energy operator which (for the dissociation limit (ac) + b) can be 

expressed: 
1 1 - 1 

T = --~a - -~ - --v'av' 2M 2m ra 2M ra, 
(3) 
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where M-1 = M;;1 + M;; 1
, m;1 = M;;1 + M;;1 and Ma, Mb, Mc are masses of particles. 

So we can write out the operator Qin a form 

-;.(a) 1 
Q;; = ('Pial 2Ma v'ral'P;a), 

-;;.(b) 1 
Q;; = ('Pibl2Mb v',bl'P;b), 

and 

- 1 
Qia,jb = ('Pial 2Mb v',bl'P;b) = 0, when R-+ oo. 

As we have assumed above, the matrix 1-l is diagonal at the infinity, its diagonal elements 

h;; determine energy thresholds of the reaction. This definition is justified in a view that we 

can associate with every spectral point of 1-l marked in the energy region some asymptotic 

wave function with k -+ 0. 

2. Conservation law for the particle flux 

To define properly parameters of the scattering process (such as the S-matrix of the 

reaction) we should know how many particles are brought into or out of the interaction 

region by a wave function of a channel. It is reasonable to balance ingoing and outcomining 

waves comparing them with the unit flux coming through some large sphere. So we need 

to determine the operator of particle Hux density. 

Let us regard the time-dependent Schrodinger equation and its conjugate 

. lhp { 1 - } iat = -
2
M~R + 2Q (R) v'a + 1-l (R) 1P (R), 

.8-ip* { 1 - } -iat = -
2
M~R + 2Q (R) v'a + 1-l (R) -ip* (R) . 

Multiplying the first equation on -ip*, the second on -ip and extracting one from another we 

get the evolution equation for the density of particles 

i~IVJl2 ='Ip* H'lp - -ipH-ip* = at 
=v'a [-

2
~

1 
(1P'v'a1P - -ipv'a-ip*) + (-if,'Q1',, -1PQ1'-•*)). 

If we integrate equation over some volume V bounded by closed surface S we will receive 

the conservation law for the particle density in a bounded domain for the dynamical system 
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described by the Hamiltonian (1 ): 

:t fv i1/>l 2
dR =~ii dS [-

2
~

1 
(1/,*"vRl/> -1/>"vRl/>*) + (1/>*Ql/> -1/>Ql/>*)]. (4) 

The expression under the integral sign determines the operator of particle flux. It is 

worthful to note that this expression differs from the usual definition by the additional Q

potential term. First of all it connects with space translational properties of the Hamilto

nian (1). Existence of velocity-dependent potential in the asymptotic Hamiltonian implies 

some modifications in definition of such dynamical parameters of the system like velocity 

or mass of the physical object. 

We can show that in the case of expansion (2) with the full set of atomic states this 

definition coinsides with the generally known expression as only we transfer our coordinate 

system to conventional Jacobian coordinates which are orthogonal in a six-dimensional 

space of the three-particle relative movement. Let us regard the operator of density for the 

particle flux in a ( ac) + b subdivision of the three-particle system. In terms of expansion 

(2) and cooridate system (R, ra) the operator has the following form (see Eq. (3)): 

i [2~ (1/,*"vRl/>-1/>"vRl/>*) - 2~a (1j,*"vra1P -1/>"vral/>*)] • (5a) 

Translating the origin of the vector R from the nuclei to the center of mass of the ( ac) 

atom we define the proper dynamics of two compound particles and the expression for the 

operator of flux will become: 

where 

i [
2
~a (1j,*'1:Jaa1P -1/>"vRa1P*)' -

2
~a (1/,*"vra1P -1/>"vra1P*)], 

Ra= R-Tra, 

"vR = "vR., 

Mc 
T=----

Ma+Mc 

"vra = "vra - T"vRa 

(5b) 

and where M;;-1 = Mb-l +(Ma+ Mc)-1 defines the correct reduced mass for the atom

particle movement. The last term in (5b) appears due to the slope of the surfice S R=const 

in the six-dimensional space (see Fig.2) with respect to orthogonal coordinates (Ra, ra) 

and if the boundary surface will be adjusted to S Ra=const the last term will be eliminated. 

The validity of these discussions can be checked by the direct insertion of the correct 

asymptotic wave function 1lt (Ra, ra) = 'Pia (ra) eik;Ra = ['Pia (ra) eirk;ra] ik;R, represent

ing some asymptotic atomic state 'Pia, into expresions (5a) and (5b). It is clearly seen that 
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the last term of Eq. (5b) is equal to zero while in the first expression the last term adds 

non-zero correction ( connected with the so-called translational factor eiTk;ra ). 

Formally the scattering problem can be formulated in terms of a Hamiltonian of free 

motion, 

Ho(P) = 
2
~f>

2
+2iQ(oo)P+'h'.(oo), · (6) 

which provides necessary observables for the theory, such as the velocity of the "complex" 

particle ( compare it with the flux density operator from Eq. ( 4)), 

- - 1 - -
V = 8H0 /8P =Mp+ 2iQ(oo), 

and the effective mass of the particle, 

M•ff = P/V, 

which varies depending on the channel number and on the velocity of the particle in the 

channel. One can compare the .effective mass of two different channels in example (2) 

corresponding to two different limits of dissociation of the molecule, it coincides with the 

reduced mass of systems (ac) +band (be)+ a respectively. 

After the "free" Hamiltonian is defined we can use the standard M¢ller operators, 

n(±) = s-lim eiHte-iHot, 
t-+'foo 

and the S-matrix operator expressed in terms of M¢ller operators, 

s = [n(-r n(+) 

for the formal scattering theory description11 ,12 . 

In what follows we assume that (1) is invariant under three-dimensional rotations. (For 

the expansion (2) it means that a truncated basis set is rotationally invariant.) So applying 

the partial wave expansion to the wave function of the· problem we get the system of the 

radial Schrodinger equations: 

{ 
1 d

2 
d } 

- 2M dR2 + 2Q (R) dR + 'h'. (R) 1P (R) = t::1/> (R) .. (7) 

This system of coupled equations can connect the channels with different orbital momen

tum of relative motion of fragments, so it will be convenient to omit from consideration all 
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the details concerned with orbital momentum. All the more that the phase shift correc

tions can be easily inciuded afterwards. For brevity of notations we will make use of the 

units: Ii. = e = 2M = 1. 

3. Description of asymptotic channels 

We need to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of a common solution of the Eq. (7) 

when R-+ oo. To do that we will look for the wave functions of exponential type 7P (R) ~ 
exp ( ikR). This leads us to the determinant equation 

llk2 + 2ikQ + H - ell = O, (8) 

where Q = Q ( oo) and H = 1-l ( oo ). The diagonal element h;; of matrix H determines 

threshold above which an i-th channel will be open and the internal energy of this scattering 

channel can be written as e; = e - hii• 

When e; = 0 Eq. (8) has a solution ki = 0, and respective asymptotic solution of 

Eq. (7) is concentrated in the component "i". However, when e; increases the asymptotic 

incoming wave stretches along the components of the wave function (k; ~ 0), 

{.,.(i)}. (R) ~ c ·eik,R 
'I'm 1 - 1 , (9a) 

where a vector c = { c;} is a non-zero solution of equation 

[kt+ 2ikiQ + (H - e)] c = 0. (9b) 

An outgoing wave has a similiar form 

{.,.(i)}. (R) ~ d -e-ik,R 
'l'out 1 - 1 , (10a) 

with d; satisfying the transposed equation 

[kt - 2ikiQ + (H - e)] d = [kt+ 2ik;Q + (H - e)f d = 0. (10b) 

Unless matrix Q is zero, vectors c and d are not collinear and incoming and outgoing 

waves cannot be transformed into one· component of Eq. (7) by some local similarity 

transformation. 
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In what follows we. assume Ci is real and Ci =/= 0 for a channel "i". This restriction is 

reasonable in a view that we need to connect all eigenvalues of the problem (9b) with the 

channel numbers (asymptotic potentials derived from physical problems usually provide a 

dominant value for Ci and the connection is evident). For an open channel, when ki is real, 

vector d can be taken as a complex-conjugate to the vector c. Dividing vector c into real 

and imaginary parts: 

v(i) = - 1
- Re{c}, 

iic<•l!IQ 
wCi) _ 1 

- k;llc(i)!IQ Im{c}, 

where in accordance with Eq. (4) (plus sign means transpose and conjugate) 

1 

llc!IQ = ik;llcll 2 
- ic+Qc\ 2

, 

we get the necessary asymptotic solutions of open channels, 

~±) (R) = ( vli) ± ikw(i)) e±ikR. 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

The wave function normalyzed by this way has a unit flux of particle transfer through a 

sphere bounded the interaction region. 

We can describe an asymptotic solution of the channel "i" via the i-th component of 

the wave function 

j = 1, ... ,n. .,.(i) (R) ~ _1 {v(i) + (_i) l:.._} .,.\i) (R) 
'1'1 - (i) 1 w, dR 'I', ' 

V; 

(14) 

Inserting the asymptotic solutions (14) for the wave function components into the i-th 

equation of (7) we get 

( 1 - 2 f q;;w\'') ,/;' + (, - u;;) V•; = O, 

where the first derivative term disappeared due to the self-adjointness of the operator ( one 

can check it directly using equation {9b)). 

When expansion (2) has a full basis set, an outgoing wave IJ1 ( R, ra) = 'Pi (ra) eik;Ra = 

['Pi (ra) eir(k,ra)] eik,R, where T = ].![c/ (]He+ l\Ia) and k; = 2eiMa, satisfies the stationary 

equation 
__ l_±_q, - _1_ (R ) d 

2MdR2 2Ma RV,. dR'Il+(H-e)IJI= 

1 d2 

= - 2M dR2 q, + ( JI - ") \JI = 0. 
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The wave number ki and the wave function <Pi= 'i'i (ra) eiT(k,ra) compose a nonzero solution 
• 

of the respective determinant equation 

[ kJ + 2iki ( 2~R Vra) + (H - e)] <Pi= 0. 

If a finit basis set contains the wave function <Pi or the function can be linearly expressed by 

this set, then truncated scattering equation should have a solution with correct asymptotic 

_behaviour. It is easyly seen that this function depends on the colliding energy thus it 

is rather possible to introduce such a set of basis functions that includes all necessary 

functions. Anyhow we can hope that it can be done approximately (for example with the 

use of pseudostates). So when the number n of basis functions increases the quantities of 

kt) and M}n) = k~n) ;;in) (vjn} = lic(i,n)II~) converge respectively to correct values of k; 

and Ma, 

Let us fix the incident channel i of the reaction. A respective solution of the mul

tichannel stationary Schrodinger equation (7) with m open channels has an asymptotic 

form 
m 

'lp(i) (R) ~ 1-;-> - L S;j<;b;+>, (15) 
i=l 

and elements S;j define the S-matrix of the scattering problem. Or course, it is necessary 

to show that this new definition of S-matrix coincides with the one given in the previous 

section. But we lay aside a rigorous consideration of this problem. 

For numerical calculations it is more convenient to work with real functions and real 

boundary conditions. We can transfer our asymptotic solutions to get a real form: 

~I}= ;i (~+) _ ~->) = vCi>sink;R+ k;wCi>cosk;R, 

t-;2> = ~ (1-;+) + 1-;->) = v(i) cos kiR - k;w(i) sink;R. 

For these "standing wave" functions a co,mmon solution can be expressed in a form: 
m 

.7.(i) ~ _r(I) _ "K- .i\_2) 
o/ - 'f'1, ~ IJ'P3 ' 

where K is the so-called reactance matrix: 

K = i (I+ S)-1 (I - S), 

that has a real symmetric form11,12. 

j=I 

S = (I+ iK) (I - iK)-1 
, 

8 

(16) 

f 

'J 

) 

4. Boundary conditions 

Let us consider the n component system of radial equations with m open channels. 

The asymptotic solutions {15) define boundary conditions in the infinity. For practical 

use it will be better to impose boundary conditions somewhere at. a finite point Rp. For 

this purpose we will assume that potentials Q and 1i ·can be represented by asymptotic 

expansions 
M 

K.(R) = ~ (1i(R) +1iT (R)) = £ + Z:A<1>R-1
, 

l=l 

M 

Q(R) = LB(l)R-1, 
l=O 

where £is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the threshold energies of the different 

channels. Matrices A(1) are symmetric and B(1) are antisymmetric. 

We can continue the solution (13) from the infinity to a finite point Rp using the 

asymptotic expansion 

f';±} (R) = e±ik,R Ri/3; [c~i) + t cnR-n] . 
n=l 

(17) 

Inserting (17) into equation (7) yields us a sequence of equations providing solutions for 

unknown quantities in (1 7) 

and 

[kt+ 2ikiBo + £ - e] co = O; 

[kt+ 2ikiBo + £ - e] c1 + [2ki,Bi + 2i,BiBo + 2ikiB1 + A1] c1 = O; 

.Bi= 
(co, [2ik;B1 + Ai] co) 

(co, (2k; + iB0] co) · 

(18a) 

{18b) 

(19) 

So for a given accuracy € we can find a value Rp of R such that expansion (17) differs in 

absolute value from the exact solution by an amount smaller than € for all R 2 Rp. 

Now let us suppose that all the necessary solutions (and their derivatives) are obtained 

at a given point Rp. We denote by q;(+) (R) then x m matrix composed of open channel 

solutions which we assume to have a maximal rank m. · 
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We look for the boundary conditions of the form 

q,' (R) + G'll (R) = b(i), 

which selects from the common asymptotic solution functions having an asymptotic be

haviour as in (15). To do that we can consider the equations 

'1!' = ,iJ_(-) - i[,1(+)5(i) 
'+', , 

'1! = </J/-) - i[> ( +) 5(i), 

and try to get rid of unknown parameters .Sii using the left pseudoinverse [ q,( +) ]-l of 
. -1 

the matrix q,(+) (R), satisfying the condition: [q,(+)] q,(+) = I, where I is the identity 

matrix. Extracting 5(i) from the second equation and inserting it into_ the first one we 

obtain the necessary expressions for the matrix G: 

G = -4>•(+) [q,(+)rl, 

· and for the right-hand side term: 

b(i) = </J:H + G</J/-l. 

For the case of the finite-difference approximation to Eq. (7) it would be better to 

modify the boundary condition to the form without derivatives: 

U'1! (R1) + W'1! (R2) = Dij, 

where R1 and R2 are two neighbouring nodes in the difference grid. Matrices U and W 

can be obtained in a similar way. 

5. The number of asymptoticaly bounded solutions 

The complexity of the problem can be illustrated by the two component equation. So 

let asymptotic potentials be determined by the following matrices: 

Q = ( -~ n, H = (0 0). 0 1 , 

the determinant equation (8) can be expanded: 

(k2 -c) (k2 -c +1)-4q2k2 =0. 

IO 

The solutions of it describing a wave number k as a "function of energy c, for different 

values of q are shown on Figures 3-5 (solid line is the real part of the function k(c) or 

k2 ( c) and the dashed line is the imaginary part of it). The asymptotic wave function is 

determined by the wave number k as t/; (R) = eikR, so when k has an imaginary part, the_ 

solution decays or increases exponentially and it corresponds to a closed channel. 

For small values of q (q = 0.2 on Fig.3) we have seen quite ordinary picture - two 

closed channels in the lower part of the spectrum which becomes open when the energy 

c increases and comes across the respective thresholds h1 = 0 and h2 = 1. The only 

remarkable peculiarity is appearing here for closed channels just below the energies of 

approximately c = -1.5. The asymptotic solution besides an exponentially changing 

amplitude has also an oscillation due to the nonzero real part of the wave number k. But 

it does not spoil the qualitative picture of the scattering system behaviour. On Fig.4 the 

spectral picture for the critical value of parameter q = 0.5 is shown. ,At this point the 

determinant equation becomes degenerated: k4 = O, when c reaches the first threshold 

(c = 0). Aud at last, Fjg.5 shows the qualitative behaviour of the system for q > 0.5. Here 

we can see two open channels right below the first threshold! They appear at some energy 

(in the case of q = l shown on the Figure it is about c = -0.6) with a nonzero oscilatiou 

and then one of them gradually decreases to the zero and disappears at the threshold 

energy c = 0 transforming into the closed channel, while the other developes formally as a 

usual open channel. 

One can ask if a small nonzero Q-potential perturbs the exponential behaviour e±lklR 

(k = ilkl) of the solution for closed channels adding some oscillatory part, why we cannot 

expect the similar effect for pure oscillatory solutions of open channels e±ilklR. The exis

tence of"an imaginary part in th~ wave number leads to exponential changes in amplitude of 

the wave function and thus this channel should be regarded as closed. Fortunately, the per

turbation of the standard multicannel asymptotic potential H by the velocity-dependent 

potential Qd /dR does not reduce the number of open channels. 

To prove this assert we can regard the determinant equation (8) as an equation of two 

real variables k and c. If we will solve it regarding c as an unknown for every fixed k, it 

will be the standard eigenvalue problem for the Hermitian matrix k2 + 2ikQ + H. The 

solutions of it are some curves on a real (k, c)-plane (Fig.6) symmetric with respect to the 
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k-axis. The number of open channels for a fix value of e is determined as the number of 
• 

crossings of these curves while k varies from zero to +oo (or -oo). It is easyly seen that 

for large values of k these curves behaves as e; ~ k2 + h;; so the number of crossings is 

not less then the number of negative eigenvalues of the matrix II - e. That proves that 

the number of asymptotically bounded solutions - open channels - is not less than the 

number of thresholds below the energy e. However, the previous two-component example 

·shows that this number of open channels can be greater, if the Q potential is sufficiently 

large. 

To complete the investigation we prove some results on necessary conditions providing 

the coincidence of the number of thresholds below the fixed energy e and the number of 

open channels. Till the end of this section we assume for simplicity that the wave number 

k 2: 0. The proper behaviour of the solutions of the determinant equation obey the rule: 

e (kr) > e (k2), if k1 > k2, for any positive k1 and k2. So the branches of determinant 

·curves should monotonically increase when k goes from zero to infinity. Otherwise there 

exist some value of e for which vertical line of k > 0 crosses some eurve two or more times. 

We shall apply this speculations to the point of threshold where k = 0. 

The curves are the solutions of parametrical eigenvalue equation with Hermitian matrix 

A: 

{ 

[A(k)-e(k)]y(k)=0, 

(y,y) = 1, 

where A ( k) = k2 + 2ikQ + H. Differentiating it twice we get 

or fork= 0: 

e' (k) - (y, A' (k) y) 
- (y,y) , 

(y, A"y) - 2 (y [A' - e'] [A - er1 [A' --c- e'] y) 
e" (k) = · 

e; = O, 

ei = O, 

(y,y) , 

e'/_ = 2 (1 -4"' ~) L,,h··-e 
j,/i JJ 
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a 

_/ 
~ 

a 

C 

~b 

~b 
a 

Fig.I Three sets of .Jacobian coordinates of a three-body system. 

SR.=const 

Ra 

Fig.2 Surfices S R=ccmst and S Ra=COnst in the six-dimensional space with respect to 

orthogonal coordinates (Ru, r"). 

The second derivative of e should be non-negative. So we get the necessary condition: 

2 

1-4"'~>0 L,,h - , ._,_. jj - e . 
3-r-' 

if only the number of thresholds below the interaction energy e coincides with the number 

of open channels of the scattering system. It gives a very hard restriction on multiple 

thresholds (in a case of asymptotic level degeneracy): all q;; connecting different compo

nents of multiple level should be equal to zero. 

If we substitute for A' (k) its value 2 (k + iQ), then insert it into the expression fore': 

e'(k) = (y,2[k+iQ]y), 
(y,y) 

and compare it with Eq. (4), we obtain: very important relation: the energy of the system 

as the function of k increases within some interval of values as soon as the respective 

channel wave function c exp ikR has a positive balance of particle transfer through some 

surfice bounded the interaction region right in accordance with Eq. ( 4). It can be shown 
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3.00 l k2 / I I k 

-,- I ,/ ~ q=0.2 
' -' o.l!"{ 

-Mo -Loo j •~ ~ ~~-7 •~ E . E 
-0.G7 1. 

-2.00 -3.00 

-3.00 

--

-a.oo 
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2.00, k 

-1.00 

-... 

-0.87 

-2.00 

a.oo, k 

' \ 

-1:00 I ., 
-1.00 

-3.00 

' \ 

1.00 

1.00 

3.00 

E 

3.00 

E 

3.oo, k 2 

q=0.5 
--- --

-3.00 -1.00 

-- --

., ., 

/,-
~1.00 

-3.00 

5.oo, k2 

-5.00 

1.00 3.00 

E 

Fig.3-5 Solutions of the determinant equation in a case of two-component radial 

Schrodinger equation with non-zero asymptotic potential Q for three different values of 

parameter q = 0.2, 0.5, 1. Dashed curve is the imaginary part of a wave number k (left) 

and its square k 2 (right) respectively. 
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Fig.6 Solutions of t.ln, ddcnninant equation (8) as curves on a real (k,c:)-plane. 

that for the case of q = 1 (Fig.5), one of the open channels corresponding to the positive 

value of k and placed just below the first threshold ( the lower one) has a convergent to the 

origin flux of particles. 

6. Conclusions 

Results considered in this paper show that the scattering system with velocity-depen

dent asymptotic potential has some peculiarities in behaviour comparing to the standard 

multichannel model. That allows us to hope that they can attract theorists attention to 

more deep investigation of that kind of systems. In particular, it will be very interesting to 

find some·other physical models beyond the example (2) of this paper which represents in 

some sense artificial .situation due to the truncation of the infinite set of radial Schrodinger 

equations for the three-body scattering problem. 

From the other hand the expansion (2) can be used as the base for the numerical inves

tigation for the three-body low energy scattering processes (including exchange processes). 

This approach allows to get rid of integral terms in reduced equations. The existence of 

correlation of basic channels does not complicate the problem very much and can be over

comed numerically very easy. And what is especially at.t.ract.ive that it closely relates t.o 
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the most elaborated standard closed coupling method1,2 and achievements of which with 

slight changes can be applied to the considered approach. 
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Kopo6oe B.H. 
MHoroKaHanbHOe pacCeAHHe C BCMMOTOTHl-1ecKHM OOTE!HUHanoM. 

3aBHCALLU-1M OT CKOpC>CTH 
1 

Hccne;iytoTCA peweHHA Cl1CTeMbl PaJIHanbHblX ypaBHeHl1'1 WpeAHHrepa 

1 d
2 

1---+ 
· 2M dR'? 

2Q(R)A +H(R)l,t,(R)=t,/,(R) 
dR 

E4-92-356 

c 33BHCAUU1MH or CKopocrH noreHllH&JlaMH. TeopHA ooAo6HblX cHCreM YAHBHtenbHO ornH4a~ 

eTCR OT Clat1AapTHOl1 1eop1111 C noKaflbHblMl1 OOTeHUl1anaMH. TaK, ecn11 •neH c' nepeoil np0113· 
BOAH0'1 Qd/dR. noTeHUHana He HC•e:iaer· Ha. 6ecKoHe.HOCTl1, TOrAa MHO>KecTBO xapaKTepl1CTH· 
'lecKHX 'IHcen o6mero 8CHMntp:TH'IOCKOf0 pewet+HA MO>Ket COAep>t<BTb KOMnneKCHble 4HCna 

c' HeHyneeblMH eeLUecreettttoH H MHMMoH 11actbt0 OAttoepeME!HHO. 6onee tOro, 'fHCno orr-:;:,b1-, 

TblX KBH8110B (Mbl CBA3b1B3eM AB8 orpaHH~eHHblX ~eWeHHA, COOTBeTCTBYIOI.QHX eeLLl,ecTeett

H0MY nono>K11TenbHOMy eonHOBOMY •11cny·k:· ,t, J ( -) {R) = exp{± ik JR) c 011H11M .oTKP••· 
TblM K3H300M) MO)Kf?T npeeocxOAMTb 'fHCnO noporos. ne>Kal.Ul-tX HH>Ke 3HeprHH. paCCP::=iHHR. 
noA noporoM Mbl, no.11pa3yMeeaeM · c001eercrey10111ee co6creeHHoe 3Ha41!tjMe hJJ H-repMa 
3CHMOTOTH'fecKoro noTeHU,Hana. "1 Hao6opor. nOKalaHO, 'fTO 'tHcno· OTKpblTblX K3H3J':OB He 

MO>Kl!T 6b1Tb MeHbWe •eM ,11cno noporoe, y110anereopAto1U11X ycnoe1110 hJJ < , . B•m11e•1ea10T• 
CR rpaHH'IHble ycnoBHR AllA MHOrOKBH3flbHOrO P8AH3nbHOro ypaBHeHHR WpeJlHHrepa H8 6ecKo-

Hf?'tH0CT~ H> B HeKOTOpoH KOHtNHOH TO'IKe RP. . 

Pa601i ebmo11tt&ta e na6oparopHH eb11tttcnHre11bttOH TexHHKH H aeToMaTH3aUHH Olt1Av1. 

Coo6!lleHHC 06Le;i1rne11iwro IIIICTliTyTa l\.ll'PllhlX 11cc.1e;ioaa1111ii. Ily611a 1992 . . 

Koro·bov V.l. E4-92-356 
The Multi-Channel &:altering with V~locity-Dependent. Asymptotic Potentials 

Asymptotic solutions for the system of radial Schrodinger equations 

1 d2 d · .· , ·. 
I--- + 2Q(R)- + J{(R) lif,(R) = ,,t,(R), 

2M dR2 dR 

~ith velocity-depe~dent .potentials are investigated. The theory of that kind of syste~s surpri• 
singly differs from the standard local potential theory. So, If the first derivative term Qd/dR 
of the potential doesn't vanish at the infinity, the set of characteristic numbers of the common 
asy.t.ptotic solution could contain complex numbers with .nonzero real and imaginary· parts 
simultaneously. More over; the number of open channels (we relate two bounded asymptotic 
solutions corresponding to a r_eal positive wave :number k: ,t, 

1
<±> {R) = exp(± i~ R), with one 

open channel) can .exceed the number of thresholds lying belbw the scattering energy. Under 
threshold we imply the respective eigenvalue hJJ·of the J( term of the asymptotic potential. Vi
ce versa, it is shown that the number of open channels ·could not be less than the number of 
thresholds satisfying the condition: ''JJ <•. Boundary.conditions for the multichannel radial 
Schrodinger equation at the infinity ancf some !in\te point R0 are proposed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Computing Techniques and 
Automation.JINA. · ' 
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